
ArchiTech3

Build Everything*!
Verner Panton's Visiona 2 Room , 50 years ago...

Envisioning 
Contests

Tech&Art
Evaluators

Build with 
Professionals

Get Viral

Find Clients

A Carbon Negative Social Enterprise





ArchiTech3
ViralSpaces3D

1st World-Sourced Tech&Art Fusion Lab!

the 1st Livable Art Niche!

A Work-Wiki in the form of a Tech Tree and more!

Techy "3Dprinted" Buildings/Interiors with Tailored 
Wall stories to Save the🌍 and beyond!



Imagine, Boxed Living Spaces Everywhere , with 4 Walls and a Ceiling Everywhere...



In An Ever more gridded World that Doesn't Respect 
Nature and Neither honors the Human being...



Welcome to the Aquarium
Age of today...



Imagine all Art, Tech and Solutions to save the world ...

That get lost in papers, in thoughts, from people who think that they CAN't change the world...



What if we can Map all these ideas...

And give to the World?



How many Genius could there 
Be in 8 Billion people...

That Will Write and work out Future Tech on the Tech Tree 
to impulsionate humanity forward?



A New World (Really well tought-out) TechTree
(as in a videogame techtree)...

To map all imaginary/existing tech for future prototype development and for Clients or 
Crowdsourced funding and to be used in ViralSpaces3D and Beyond!



The Tech tree can be 
organized differently, in 2D 
tech tree, in 3d tech tree, 
in an inverted piramid, in 
hexagons, by projects to be 
funded, by time, by 
evolution,etc, and it 
reorganizes itself according 
to the filters and 
Majorform!

There are links and 
images from the project 
tree on the tech tree, that 
incorporates the tech.Every
Tree is related and you can 
jump from tree to tree.

TechTree

ProjectTree

FormTree

(maps All Tech in the end but 1st it's 
ViralSpaces3D applicable Tech -
Xelements)

(Maps all projects from 
ArchiTech3)

3 Trees
to Innovate The
Planet Earth

Clients can find projects, Tech and 
Art to finance , or the creators can 
send automated or personal msgs to
them , or make a crowdsourcing 
video !

Inventors and Creators can quickly
find willing teams to do the work!

(Maps all Architecture 
and Sculptoric research -Modules)



Contests are the Key

• With my Magic Guidelines and the Client's
plan we can Assemble a Viral 
Videoclipable Techy Place that
will Unleash creativity from the norm and 
completely change the economy of the city
the establishment is in!

• Later , Open Collab Contests will become the
Magic Way to make Big projects.





Unleash the
Cube out of it's
boundaries...

Help me Create a New Niche
of Infinite possibilities...



And a Tech Tree* that
Will absorb Genius Content 
to Save the World and 
propel us beyond!.

Ps*:The Tech Tree will be like a videogame tech tree, but really well tought out
and planned and gamified like this was the videogame itself!I have some specs!

PS2:We can also have continuation of new product development of arduino
and raspberry pi project prototypes of hobbyists on the Tech Tree



Spaces/
Sculptures can 
be inspired
and extruded
from 2D 
drawings like
this one...



Or Build totally
new spaces with
Magic Contests...

That defy all Previous
notions of Architecture, 
Art and Technology...

High Ceiling of a soon to be 
place...



To bring all realities into synthony and save the world!



With the surplus money we will Do
the best Green And 
Human projects solutions that
we will store in our project
tree... We will try to keep our tea
m happy and the planet sane 
with all the costs!



•Establishments will get Viral and change the tourist affluence to the
city they are repinned IN.We'll change the city's ecosystem!

• Videoclipable means that they will attract a lot of Artists to shoot at
the place:from Musicians to Filmdirectors to common photographers

, everyone will want to share and tell they were there.

Benefits (To B2B Customers)

• New Experiences will attract a new revenue from better spending 
customers to the B2B clients that will purchase the ViralSpaces3D.

•They will probably have the place booked for life.



•They get an Unique place that will never be reproduced again, worth
in Gold because it's Art.

•It will be the wonder of their rich friends, No Place is the same, 
unlike most interior decorated homogenous places.

Benefits (To B2C Customers)

• They can totally personalize Their homes in any 
direction.

•They Will have the Confort of All the New Tech and New Forms to live in.



•They can be reckognized by what they do.Their creations can be seen
by a lot of people

•People can "1Up" on their creations and developed them to new 
planes, Techwise, Formwise or Archwise.

Benefits (Creators - non 
Developers)

• They can Write tech and be payed by it once it has been 
funded.A ""

•They can receive several prizes, Status and Bonus for Helping in projects or 
creating new ones.



• Easy to see Dynamic BigData Mindmap/techtree with all the Inventions(Tech Tree) 
and Projects(ProjectTree) and all forms (FormTree).More Trees can Arise to Map

Sounds (MusicMaps) and to map All Living species (SpeciesTree).We can then do A 
Big Mopa, a big relating Map of all trees.with 5G this will not be a problem to host 

on a website.

•Inventions have Price over quality rating, and more ratings by mods 
and users to define it`s uses and quality/development, etc...

Benefits (Tech Tree and 
Project Tree and Form🎄)

• They Will be the World's defining edge in Tech and 
Form.(They are the first thing in the world that resembles 
Isaac Asimov's Encyclopedia Galactica)

•The Tech Tree and the others will be gamified and be incorporated into the 
TechAlchemists's Game.

https://emojiterra.com/christmas-tree/


•Artstation.com will be a key Partner to get to work with, Vital for our 
Viral Marketing trough our Viral Portefolio.

Competition (Or Partnerships)

• There are Set Designers,Theme park designers, Architects, Tech Inventors, 
Interior Designers, Festival Designers, but none of them are like us 
(Viral&Videoclipable (Collab) Contest and Magic Internship Based), and that's why 
we can do partnerships with normal companies that want to tag along with a 
decentralized Green and Humane Social Enterprise.

•Future CopyCats (复制ネコ) will be an honor to have , and they will help
us grow too, We will have people specialized to see improvements in our
future competitors and to integrate them in our work.We will have links to
them to honor the competition.






